
Pool Re Risk Consulting - Threat Overview



Terrorism in the UK

- Current threat level: ‘SUBSTANTIAL’ – further attacks ‘likely’

- CTP conducting 800 live investigations – historic high   

- 11 confirmed attacks since March 2017

- At least 27 plots foiled in same period

- Over 3,000 ‘subjects of interest’, 20,000 former SOIs

- 40 killed, >300 injured in attacks in 4 years



Intent – targeting priorities



Whatever happened to Al Qaeda?

1990s/2000s 2010s/2020s

- Hierarchical
- Attack cells
- Long-term planning
- Organisational expertise
- Personal recruitment
- Well-funded
- Political objectives

- Decentralised
- Lone actors
- Impulsive & opportunistic
- Self-taught
- Virtual radicalisation
- Poorly resourced
- Terrorism for own sake



So what?

- Plots harder to identify and disrupt

- Shortened time between conception and execution

- More aspiring/potential terrorists

- Increase range of likely targets

- Poorer tradecraft

- Lower complexity methodologies



Capabilities 

Impact

LikelihoodImprobable Probable

Attritional

Catastrophic



Example loss scenarios 

Impact

LikelihoodImprobable Probable

Attritional

Catastrophic
Event: Radiological dispersion 
device detonated in urban centre

Impact:
- Significant property damage, 

widespread contamination
- Long-term business interruption 

due to clean-up
- Site attractiveness never recovers

Event: Bladed weapons attack in 
tourist district 

Impact:
- Little or no property damage
- Short-term business interruption 

due to investigation 
- Short-term loss of attraction

Event: PBIED detonated in busy 
shopping district

Impact:
- Some property damage
- Significant business interruption 

due to investigation and recovery
- Long-term loss of attraction



COVID-19 & terrorism

Changing nature of crowded places

Growth of conspiracy theories

Increase in virtual radicalisation

Fewer resources for counter-terrorism

Economic damage leading to political disenfranchisement

Long-term global instability drives cross-border political violence

Long-termShort-term



Outlook

- Terrorist activity to increase with relaxation of ‘lockdown’

- Threat of ‘spectacular’ attacks to endure

- Increasing decentralization of terrorist networks to challenge counter-terrorism efforts 

- Online radicalisation to drive domestic extremism 

- Right-wing terrorism becoming more prevalent and more lethal

- Proliferating threat vectors due to terrorist adoption of novel technologies



Disclaimer

This document has been prepared by Pool Reinsurance Company Limited (Pool Re). While 
this information has been prepared in good faith, no representation or warranty, express or 
implied, is or will be made and no responsibility or liability is or will be accepted by Pool Re, 
or by any of its respective directors, officers, employees or agents in relation to the accuracy 
or completeness of this document and any such liability is expressly disclaimed. 

In particular, but without limitation, no representation or warranty is given as to the 
reasonableness of future suggestions contained in this document. 

Pool Re is a company limited by guarantee and registered in England and Wales under 
company no. 02798901 having its registered office at 7 Savoy Court, London WC2R 0EX.

© Pool Reinsurance Company Limited 2019
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